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Calendar of Events
COMMUNITY

May 27 5pm – 6pm
Coffee Talks: Centro Sol and Comite Latino collaborate to talk about COVID-19 and resources. Please attend the event by joining the live broadcast on the Centro Sol Facebook page.

May 29 7:30am – 5:30pm
Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center Blood Drive. Must schedule appointment via email to reyring1@jhmi.edu or call 410-550-0289

YOUTH

May 26 6pm – 7pm
Parent Town Hall: Summer Options for Young Children

May 28 6pm-7pm
Parent Town Hall: Summer Options for Older Children

Participate by calling 1-888-651-5908 and using the participant code: 8727752.

SUPPORT

Community Support—send your thanks, stories, and encouragement to Johns Hopkins Medicine caregivers and staff.

In a video, hear how Johns Hopkins is supporting Spanish-speaking patients, many of them essential workers.

HEALTH CARE

With Covaid, neighbors support neighbors during the pandemic. Click here!

Johns Hopkins economist: ‘Reopening an infected economy is no shortcut’ to financial recovery. Read more here!

Hopkins helps local business make N95-style filters around the clock. Read more here!

International music industry executives are looking to Johns Hopkins for answers to questions about the pandemic. Read more here!

Message from UM and Hopkins hospital executives: Go to the hospital if you’re sick. Don’t wait until it’s an emergency. Read more here!

RESOURCES

Maps and Trends
Videos and Live Events
Testing Information
COVID-19 Basics
JHM COVID-19 Updates

@ JHConnects